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Workwear & Safety Footwear

The Beta workwear line was created in 2002 to offer professionals safety shoes and specific technical garments for every particular condition of use according to the work sector. 


Beta workwear includes trousers, jackets, sweatshirts, jackets, t-shirts for all seasons in different variants to meet the different needs according to use and work sector. It is therefore possible to find elasticized models, multi-pocket, waterproof, pentavalent etc. 


The range of work shoes includes different variants: high, low, boots, sandals; all complying with safety regulations and requirements. Beta work shoes are synonymous with safety but also with comfort and convenience. Moreover, thanks to the use of innovative materials and technologies, Beta has created the 0-Gravity line of shoes which stands out for its lightness. 


Find out more about the 0-Gravity range such as the materials used that have allowed such lightness without sacrificing safety and strength.

Discover our promotions







Find the right safety shoes and boots for you



        
        
                    
                                                                      Category
0-Gravity (19)
Basic (14)
Easy Plus (4)
Flex (8)
Trekking (3)
Active (10)
Heavy Duty (3)
Underfoot covers & laces (8)



                                                                      Standard
O1 (1)
O2 (2)
S1P (23)
S3 (30)
S5 (2)



                                                                      Weight
1 (< 450 g) (10)
2 (451 ÷ 500 g) (16)
3 (501 ÷ 600 g) (15)
4 (> 601 g) (20)



                                                                      Gender
Man (num 35 ÷ 48) (59)
Woman (num 35 ÷ 45) (27)



                                                                      Model
Boot (1)
High (21)
Low (35)
Moccasin (1)
Sandal (2)



                                                                      Requirement
CI (1)
ESD (9)
FO (4)
HI (3)
HRO (24)
RS (9)
SRC (61)
WR (4)



                                                                      Sectors
Automotive (49)
Construction (36)
Electricity (41)
Farming (22)
Industry (56)
Logistic and Service (46)
Oil & Gas (9)
Thermal Hydraulics (61)



                                            


            

        
                                    
    






New safety shoes and boots
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                    Receive all updates on new products, promotions and other information about the Beta Utensili world.
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      Per i professionisti della meccanica, della manutenzione industriale, dell'autoriparazione e per coloro il cui hobby è molto di più di un semplice passatempo.
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        The Beta Group counts on the commitment of over 1,000 collaborators, in the 10 production plants of the six companies Beta Utensili, 3D Beta, VGF, BM Group, Abra Beta and Helvi, and abroad with 11 branches.
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